Introduction
Despite varying car use levels and driving conditions, the number of accidents per 100 vehicles is not significantly different from country to country. Authorities and experts from across the world are trying to solve the problem of road safety adopting narrow professional and subjective methods (improving the intelligent systems of driving and road networks, driver training, etc.) These attempts do not affect the number of accidents but only reduce the severity of accidents by improving passive safety. Irrespective of the variety approaches to the investigation of a complex [D-C-E]-type macrosystem, the road safety problem has not been solved and remains relevant for all countries. The proclamation by the UN General Assembly of the period 2011-2020 as a decade of action to ensure road safety shows that this is a serious problem of international development, requiring to be dealt with urgency. Ukraine has extremely low road-safety ratios, which leads to significant human and economic losses due to road fatalities and injuries. On June 22-23, 2017, the 1st International Congress on Reforming the Management System of Road Safety in Ukraine was held in Kyiv under the motto: 'Safe Roads for Life' . As noted at the Congress, fundamental shifts in the security philosophy are required to increase road-safety ratios in Ukraine and the world. This will contribute to the formulation and use of systems road-safety guidelines in the decision-making process of the Government and the public.
We still lack a methodological framework on which an effective theory and expert opinion on road-safety issues will be based. In the existing approaches and principles developed to ensure road safety, it is hard to
Literature Review
There are two leading trends in the modern automobile industry as regards the improved design of vehicles and the entire [D-C-E]-type macrosystem, including to ensure its safety. Both tendencies are toward reducing the influence of the human factor. In this, the former is reflected in a decreased role of the driver in the system, in the hope that the human factor, as the main cause of the accident, would thereby be eliminated by transforming the [D-C-E]-type macrosystem into a [C-E]-type one, which excludes attention to the driver but preserves, and sometimes exacerbates, the safety problem. However, now the problem takes place at the level of another macrosystem [P -a person, not a driver] -[C-E]. On 13 March 2017, the popular American magazine Wired published an article under the paradoxical heading "To Make Us All Safer, Robocars Will Sometimes Have to Kill". The essence of the article is that even the autopilot could not fully ensure the safety of a person, although it is expected that it will significantly increase the level of security. No matter how often we talk, for example, as part of the BMW's ' Alive Geometry' concept, about the self-driving car and, no matter how convincingly the slogan 'The car and the driver are companions' may sounds, one has to admit that 'The car will be the digital driver' , and therefore in general algorithmic. And in that capacity it would be more appropriately classified as a 'program-driving' rather than 'self-driving' vehicle.
Program-driving cars will become safe once program-controlled pedestrians appear on the road. The number of ways to violate the traffic rules is so great that it is hardly possible to train a computer to react to them all. On the other hand, under pressure of the vehicle-to-population ratio, a significant part of drivers operate worse than the autopilot.
The second tendency does not exclude the person from the system but involves monitoring of the driver's psychophysiological state. Leading manufacturers offer a number of monitoring systems for controlling the pulse, blood pressure, emotional state, degree of fatigue and the driver's concentration on the road traffic.
There is no the unequivocal correlation between the 'grade' of vehicle automation and the number of accidents. More than 30,000 people die every year in road accidents only in the United States in conditions of well-organised traffic and quality vehicles. Worldwide, it is more than a million. Mechatronic systems significantly reduce the severity of accidents by prevention of driving errors (active safety) and weakening the traumatic effect (passive safety) but do not affect their number as such. This increases the 'rigidity' of the environment and adds to the burden on man and nature.
Another trend is the change in the traditional transport system as a whole. In 2009, the English explorers Kingsley Dennis and John Urry predicted a rapid transformation of the traditional transport system, which, in their opinion, now is in the position of 'self-organised criticality' , into a 'post-car system' that has several scenarios of implementation 2 . Recently, entirely different post-vehicle systems, such as HYPERLOOP by Elon Musk and the Sky Way String Transport project by Anatoly Yunitskiy, have been actively developed and with them, according to experts, road safety could grow 100 times.
The evolution of the [D-C-E]-type macrosystem's complexity has passed through the following stages. At the initial stage, the car was designed as a product or as the engineering implementation of the notion of a self-propelled apparatus. With the development of mechanics, electronics and information technologies, the car is perceived as a mechatronic system (the term 'mechatronics' was introduced by Tetsuro Mori of Yaskawa Electric in 1969), the designing of which requires careful coordination of heterogeneous components that will work in aggregate. Mechatronics describes the patterns of mechanical system operations controlled by microprocessor facilities. Further, the complicated man-machine system 3 , which was later expanded to a complex socio-technical systems 4 , becomes a subject of study and design in post-non-classic science. In its research and design, such a system should take into account factors, external to the technical system, of the social and natural environment. At the present stage, explorers consider cyber-physical systems 5 , through which complex socio-technical (largely self-controlled) systems could be modelled. The basis for understanding of self-organisation and emergence in such systems is the mathematical theory of complex systems and non-linear dynamics.
Methodology
Prof. Klaus Mainzer, commonly referred to as a researcher of complexity with a focus on complex systems, algorithms and artificial intelligence in science and society, emphasises that the methodology of complexity is applicable to systems of different matter, since this is an "interdisciplinary methodology to explain the increasing complexity and differentiation of forms by phase transitions. " Understanding the principles of assembling parts into a sustainable evolutionary whole, the principles of non-linear synthesis, one can choose and design a system with desired properties as an integral unity and foresee the unforeseeable, at least in engineering practice. "In engineering science, we should aim at self-organising systems with controlled emergence of new appropriate features. By detecting global trends and order parameters of complex dynamics, we have the chance of implementing favourite tendencies. By cooperation in complex systems we can make much more progress in choosing our next steps. Cooperation in complex systems supports deciding and acting for the sustainable future of a complex world" 6 . This article seeks to describe the methodology of studying a complex [D-V-E]-type macrosystem in the context of the basic principles of post-non-classical science and the notion of 'thinking in complexity' . The purpose of the study is to establish that [D-C-E]-type macrosystem is a complex structure, connecting systems of different classes into a distinctive 'whole' , to show its openness, self-organisation, human-and psycho-di-RAP 2018 (4) mensionality, non-linearity of development and instability 7 . We believe that the principal cause of road accidents is not a 'human factor' (as accepted by most researchers) but a certain incompatibility between such units, connected within the [D-C-E]-type macrosystem and belonging to different classes, such as the open non-linear system (ONLS) 'Driver' , the closed linear system (CLS) 'Car' and ONLS 'Environment' (1) . We note the critical difference of dissimilar complex systems in the course of their interactions (2).
We introduce the concept of a new type of macrosystem, which includes the systems described below. These components of the macrosystem are characterised by structure and organisation. Systems are classified as 'simple/complex' , 'open/closed' , 'self-organising/non-self-organising' , 'linear/ non-linear' , and 'accomplished/becoming' . The macrosystem itself is characterised by connections between systems/parts/elements, it has macroand micro-levels and the controlling parameter.
There are two levels in the structure of the [D-C-E]-type macrosystem: -a macro-level, at which, firstly, systems of different classes [D] , [C] , [E] are connected into a single [D-C-E]-type macrosystem, and, secondly, these systems of different classes are considered not within the 'partwhole' concept (or as part of one whole) but as a distinctive 'whole' , included in a single [D-C-E]-type macrosystem (according to the conceptual model of psycho-synergetics,'whole in a whole'); -a micro-level, at which exist separate systems/'whole' [D-C-E]-type macrosystem. There is a synergy of micro-and macro-levels of the [D-C-E]-type macrosystem, where the very designation of 'micro' and 'macro' becomes uncertain and conditional. We believe that the macro-level can be regarded as a distinctive-whole system formed by the interaction of different combined systems depending on their activity rate and leading to the mobility of the control parameter's manifestation, which has not been described by anyone. The components of the macro-level in synergetics are called 'order-parameters' . The 'whole' , in which the characteristics of the control/order-parameter are manifested, controls the other integral parts that constitute it. The behaviour of the [D-C-E]-type macrosystem depends on the behaviour of the connected systems, and the latter depends on the class of their components. The system class determines the specific features of the system behaviour.
When connecting systems into the [D-C-E]-type macrosystem, a mega-level appears -the 'control/order-parameter' of the connecting product of the three systems [D] , [C] , [E] manifests itself in the floating mode (can be any of the four systems).
The 'order-parameter (OP) in H. Haken's 'synergetics' means the very slow changing 'eternal' variables of the mega-level that function as order-parameters of the underlying macro-level. By smoothly varying the OP, it is possible to change the system of the lower levels. The 'whole in a whole' concept takes account of the existing degree of their inadequacy and the possible degree of adequacy that could be obtained in the design of the car.
The degree of adequacy/inadequacy of or match/mismatch between the class of systems entering the [D-C-E]-type macrosystem becomes the criterion for estimating the critical difference/critical threshold of adequacy, and therefore for the safety/injury rate and resource-saving.
The concept of the critical threshold (I. Prigogine)/critical difference (H. Haken) represents a certain criticality as some state, a 'phase-transition' point reached by the system in its states, typified by selected indicators. The achievement of this point by the system leads to a quantum leap of the system status or behaviour, both positive and negative. In our case, this is the degree of adequacy/inadequacy of the systems
This gave an impulse to the development of methodology for investigating the interaction of systems of different classes: firstly, a 'Driver' -an open non-linear self-organising human-dimensional system; secondly, a 'Car' -a closed linear system; and, thirdly, the 'Environment' -an open non-linear self-organising nature-dimensional system (O. Goncharova, I. Ershova-Babenko, 2009 -2016 . None of the general scientific methodological approaches (structural, functional, holistic, elemental, systematic, cybernetic, ecological, or synergistic) reflects the multiclass nature of assembling systems and considers them in terms of the 'whole in a whole' concept. This is the same problem of instrumentality formalisation of the [D-V-E]-type macrosystem inquiry and design.
Besides the foregoing, human-and psycho-dimensionality suggests that this environment differs from the natural one, i.e. ONLS (human-dimensional) ≠ ONLS (nature-dimensional). At the same time, the car (C) as an automated system, by definition, belongs to closed linear systems (CLS). As a result, a micromodel is obtained:
The range of system differences determines the emergence of the critical threshold 1 for ONLS and CLS and the critical threshold 2 for ONLS (human-dimensional) and ONLS (nature-dimensional). This is demonstrated by a comparison of their models and principles of behaviour.
Applying the psycho-synergic conceptual model 'whole in a whole' , including a 'non-linear whole in a non-linear whole' (variant: 'environment in environment'), the analysis of the behaviour of the [D-C-E]-type macrosystem is based on the premise that the conceptual model 'whole in a whole' admits the possibility of the existence of one 'whole' in the composition of another 'whole' in different modes, including a non-linear 'mac-ro-whole' . The difference between this formulation of the problem by the newest holistic (alpha-holistic) 8 and the 'new holistic' by S. Kurdyumov and co-authors (1994) 9 is that Kurdyumov's model retains the 'part-whole'-relativity, introducing a new understanding that the whole "is neither more nor less than the sum of parts, it is qualitatively different"
10
. The 'whole in a whole' concept will allow to include relations in the 'non-linear whole in a non-linear whole'-mode both without influence and interaction, and with different degrees of the latter. Such a model allows us to go beyond the 'part-whole' dichotomy or reduction of the elements (reductionism), and also partly beyond the boundaries of the 'new holistic' , which preserve the 'part-whole' worldview, considering "the dependence on methods with topologically correct united structures and the acceleration of the 'whole' evolution" 11 .
Results
The fundamental provisions for solving the complex [D-C-E]-type macrosystem safety problem have been developed within the context of the post-non-classic science principles and the 'thinking in complexity' concept.
The notion of a complex macrosystem of a new type has been introduced for the first time. It is shown that this type of macrosystems connects systems of different classes as a distinctive 'whole' on the basis of the conceptual model of the post-non-classical 'whole in a whole' . The post-non-classical stage of scientific development and 'thinking in complexity' allowed to take into account the multidimensionality and multiclass nature of the systems entering the [D-C-E]-type macrosystem. An initial incompatibility of the systems was found: a 'vehicle' as a 'linear' system characterised by the 'part-whole' dichotomy; 'man' and 'environment' as open, non-linear, self-organising systems characterised by the 'whole in a whole' concept. For open, non-linear, self-organising systems (ONLS) in the post-non-classic and 'thinking in complexity' approaches, fundamentally different principles and behavioural features are shown in comparison with linear and closed ones.
It is shown that the [D-C-E]-type macrosystem is complex, characterised by openness, self-organisation, human-and psycho-dimensionality, non-linearity of development and instability. It was hypothesised that the main cause of road accidents was not a 'human factor' (as accepted by most researchers) but a certain incompatibility between such units connected within the [D-C-E]-type macrosystem and belonging to different classes as an open non-linear system (ONLS) 'Driver' , a closed linear system (CLS) 'Vehicle' and ONLS 'Environment' (1) and the emergence of a 'critical difference' in the interaction of such complex systems of different classes (2).
It was shown that none of the general scientific methodological approaches (structural, functional, holistic, elemental, systematic, cybernetic, ecological, or synergistic) reflects the multiclass nature of the systems constituting the [D-C-E]-type macrosystem and considers them in terms of the 'whole in a whole' concept.
The need has been established to embrace the safety paradigm as a scientific branch on the basis of the methodology of a non-traumatic/ecological connection without combination of multiclass subsystems into a single macrosystem with a 'mega-control' . The basic idea is to take into account the 'critical difference' between a human-dimensional and/or psycho-dimensional system [D] and a system of movement, in this case a 'car' , accounting for the fundamental difference in the systems entering the [D-C-E]-type macrosystem.
Discussion
The main idea of this work is the study of the [D-C-E]-type macrosystem, considering the fact that it includes systems of different classes. In terms of post-non-classic science, there are: closed linear systems (vehicle); open non-linear human-dimensional (V. Stepin) 12 and psycho-dimensional self-organising systems/environments (I. Ershova-Babenko); open non-linear self-organising systems (nature). The paper suggests a hypothesis about the impact of the system class on safety and the need to take into account the degree of class match/mismatch of the systems entering the [D-C-E]-type macrosystem. It proposes the conceptual model of psycho-synergetics 'whole in a whole' 13 as the most adequate in the methodological aspect. The 'whole in a whole' or 'environment in an environment' concept allows us to consider human-and psycho-dimensionality as a factor affecting safety, not through automation (since it adds to the burdens on man and nature) 14 , but through the methodological matching of the 'openness/closure' parameters of the assembling systems. This concept will also allow to take into account the existing degree of inadequacy of the systems [D] and [C] and the possible degree of adequacy that can be obtained in the design of the car. In the paper, it is proposed to investigate the [D-C-E]-type macrosystem from the standpoint of the conceptual 'whole in a whole' model since it deals with the interaction of 'heterogeneous' integrities (driver, vehicle, environment) . Defining the type of relationship between the integrities ('whole in a whole' , 'complex in a complex'), the new quality of a 'whole' -E], where changes of the vehicle quality and the type of relationship within the macrosystem are implied so that they become a 'friendly interface' and the 'C fD ' component is treated as a 'vehicle, designed to fulfil the requirements of the 'driver's' human-and psycho-dimensionality with the advantages and weaknesses of the latter. Then, by regulating the degree of matching (critical difference), one can influence safety in a fundamentally new way -by approximating the consistency of system behaviour in terms of 'openness/closure' , 'linearity/non-linearity' , and the assembly of the parts. Traditionally, the design is aimed at creating an automated system [C-E] (3), which excludes attention to the person, but preserves, and sometimes exacerbates, the safety problem.
We propose to use the post-non-classical conceptual model of a 'non-linear whole in a non-linear whole' by prof. I. Ershova-Babenko 15 , in which both non-linear 'wholes' and their combinations and the hyper-system can become and become a mega-level that fulfils the function of the 'control parameter' of hyper-slow variables according to H. Haken. In the post-non-classical conceptual model the notion of a 'floating' regime of the 'control parameter' was introduced to emphasise that the evidence of this parameter and its 'perceptibility' are not continuously fixed, although they can be detected by changing the scale of the examination and reaching an adequate scale.
Conclusion
The results of our research suggest that the [D-C-E]-type macrosystem is an open, complex, non-linear, unstable system in which self-organisation processes occur. To ensure the safety of the [D-C-E]-type macro system, it is necessary to take into account the role of post-non-classical macro-and mega-modelling in the presentation of the familiar 'driver-vehicle-environment' [D-C-E] system from the current scientific positions in the aspect of the 'whole in a whole' concept. In addition, one should take cognisance of the new interpretation of the macrosystem 'integrity' through the multidimensionality and inherent conflict of its constituent components. As a result, we obtain an (Open-Closed-Open)-macromodel, in which openness, self-development and self-organisation prevail. With the exclusion of the human, this prevalence is lost. Formally, there is an equilibrium in which there is no human. Nature and machines coexist perfectly, but this is another civilisation.
Recommendations
A new [C fD -E]-type macrosystem will ensure and improve the level of safety for drivers by: 1) reducing the 'critical difference' due to the rate of class match/mismatch of the systems combined into a macrosystem; 2) bringing the organisation level of the macrosystem closer to the characteristics of human psycho-dimensionality since this will ensure its safety as well as allow maximum intensification of human-dimensional and transport processes by using their natural capabilities in accordance with the methodology of psycho-synergetics and post-non-classics; 3) adapting resource-saving technologies, for example, the type of Sky Way String Transport concept (levels of energy, ecology, information, comfort, etc.); 4) taking into account not only the advantages but also the 'weakness' of this 'dimensionality' , which is also included within the indicator called the 'degree of matching between systems assembled to a [C 
